NPU INTERNATIONAL WINTER PROGRAM 2018
OUR FIRST DAY IN XI’AN

We went out to down town after registration. We went to down town where Drum Tower and Bell Tower is situated. We can use our AIT student card to get discount. That is amazing. First day of our trip to touch with Huge Culture of China.
SECOND DAY AFTER OPENING CEREMONY

We have known that NPU have a lot of International students, faculty and staffs. NPU welcome with not only the invention of robot but also the performance of Chinese traditional theme by their student. We also played ice breaking games which is unforgettable. We have a lot of fun and enjoyed that moment.
FIRST DAY OF ELECTIVE COURSE AND CULTURE EXPERIENCE

First day of our elective course and culture experience of Chinese Tea Art. We have known that tea is important for Chinese people and they have proper way to serve the tea to their guess. The another teacher also teach us about paper cutting which is started by Chinese rural women and now famous in the world.
NEW YEAR PARTY

Second day of elective course and as I have taken Business Trade Law, I have learnt new things like how to write business letter which is quite interesting and also can help us in doing business. After that, we went to new campus which is very large with modernized library. We also saw the first airplane of NPU invention. Moreover, we have to make dumpling by ourselves which had fun and we have seen the great performance of NPU student for New Year Party.
We have been to Yangling Mausoleum where we can see the management system of ancient China. We have got a chance to try Han Dynasty Costume. NPU also sent us to the Silk Road Museum where we can see how ancient Chinese people do their business. In addition, we have learnt Kungfu for our self defense. I think that is important for everyone. We got a lot of new experience about China.
ANCIENT CITY WALL AND PLAYING TRADITIONAL INSTRUMENT OF CHINA

NPU took us to Ancient City Wall. We got knowledge about how Chinese people protect their city at ancient days. Not only that one, we have one class for playing Chinese traditional instrument called GUZHENG. I like the way of teaching because we can play one basic music only for that one class.
SUGGESTION

Most of our program can give us new experience and knowledge. However, from my point of view, for some country like Korea, they already have experience about winter weather. For me, I don’t have that experience so if NPU will let us know what should we prepare before we came to China can help us a lot.